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Set of 4 PolarPro ND/PL filters for DJI Air 3
Create even more beautiful bird's eye shots. The set includes 4 ND filters (ND8, ND16, ND32 and ND64) designed for the DJI Air 3 drone,
allowing you to reduce shutter speed and capture fantastic quality videos in almost any lighting conditions. High-quality CinemaSeries
glass and lightweight yet durable aluminum were used to make the accessories. All filters come in a box with a magnetic closure.
 
Create breathtaking shots
ND filters will allow you to precisely control the amount of light coming in. The ND8 filter is a great choice for creating shots in the blue or
golden hours, while the ND16 filter will be perfect for shooting in the morning and evening. The ND32 and ND64 filters will be suitable
when  working  in  the  middle  of  the  day,  when  the  light  is  most  intense.  With  these  filters,  you  can  be  sure  that  your  shots  will  gain
professional quality, regardless of the lighting conditions. 
 
Superior build quality
PolarPro filters were designed with the DJI  Air  3 in mind. Each filter is made of lightweight aircraft  aluminum, which not only makes it
easy to install,  but also guarantees full  compatibility with your drone's gimbal - they won't weigh it down or negatively affect its flight
time. Meanwhile, German CinemaSeries tempered glass is used for the lens, which is distinguished by its low refractive index. This allows
you to focus on creating amazing shots without worrying about image quality.
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Included
ND8/PL filter
ND16/PL filter
ND32/PL filter
ND64/PL filter
storage case
	Manufacturer
	PolarPro
	Model
	AR3-VIVID
	Compatibility
	DJI Air 3

Preço:

€ 100.00

DJI Air 3
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